
The dream of a perfect show 

Trainer and Choreographer Peterson Da Cruz Hora is valuing on 

precision and teamwork in the acrobatic group “Zurcaroh”. 
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Two years ago, Peterson Da Cruz (34) fulfilled a long-cherished dream: With his acrobatic 

group “Zurcaroh” he won the word-champion-title in the category at the “Gym for Life” in 

Cape Town. In the coming days the Brazilian will let another dream come true in Helsinki. His 

forty-headed formation will perform on the Gala-evening at the Gymnastrada in Helsinki, 

which is going to start tomorrow. There you can see just the best groups. All groups are 

getting invited extra, the 34 old Vorarlberger says. 

Acrobatic and dancing 

Eight years ago, he came to Vorarlberg for the first time. Back then he was a guest of the 

Gymnastrada in Dornbirn. Then he decided to stay here. Already in his hometown acrobatics 

and dancing was very important for him. Therefore, he decided to pursue his passion in 

Vorarlberg. He named this formation “Zurcaroh”. At least four times a week the group 

members, which are between nine and forty years old are doing gymnastics. Peterson says it 

is not always easy accept each interest. It´s difficult to manage the time when the group is 

doing their training. For the members who must work the training can´t take place too early 

and for their younger members it should not be too late. “But I think it is succeeding very 

well.” 

It is important that the team spirit of the group is right. Because at our Performances 

everyone should be able to rely on each other’s. After all, at their performances there are a 

lot of figures where a few of the female members are lifted and twirled in a big height. 

Therefore, the choreographer Peterson Da Cruz Hora is paying a lot of attention on how the 

moves are. The gymnasts should move synchronous to the music. Even small mistakes are 

getting recognized by the brazilin. “I am a perfectionist, and, on the stage, everything has to 

be good, otherwise I am dissatisfied.” He says about himself. 

A perfect show 

Despite of the pursuit of precision, the 34 old knows that he must be careful with the way he 

treats the members of the group. He must treat them with respect and praise them when 

they deserve it. But just like that, mistakes get discussed too. “But after that everything goes 

on. Mistakes are normal”. After all everyone knows –from the youngest to the oldest- what 

the trainer is expecting of them: “A perfect show. And this show we just can make together.” 

A little bit nervous he is right before performances like the ones in Cape town and Helsinki. 

Even though Peterson has great trust in his younglings. A lot of them are part of the group, 

since it was founded in 2009. And since then they help him making his visions come true. 

Peterson is not just responsible for the choreographies and the training. Additionally, he is 

responsible for the selection of the music and the design of the costumes. He is managing his 

group with dedication and toil. 



Zurcaroh 

The acrobatic group “Zurcaroh” of the sport community Götzis was founded from the 

Brazilian Peterson Da Cruz Hora in 2009. At the appearances, elements like dancing, 

gymnastics and acrobatics are mixed up together. Several programmes are studied since the 

group was founded. These choreographics last 15 minutes. The group can be booked for 

company- or Christmas parties and other events. The group has become known, especially 

because of winning the world-champion-title at the “Gym for Life Challenge 2013” in Cape 

Town. 
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